Exhibitor manual
Update: October 2022

General information

Address
RheinMain CongressCenter Wiesbaden
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 1 65185 Wiesbaden

Opening hours
Set-up*

Trade fair

Trade fair

14.03.2023, 7am - 10pm

For exhibitors:
15.03.2023 8am -7pm
16.03.2023 8am - 10pm

For visitors:
15.03.2023 9am - 7pm
16.03.2023 9am - 4pm

Dismantling

16.03.2023, 4pm - 10pm

Networking Night
15.03.2023 at 7:30 pm
Halle 45, Hauptstraße 17-19, 55120 Mainz, shuttle buses run from the trade fair

General information:
On www.fiberdays.de you will find all further information such as the current trade fair and
exhibitor conditions. All prices quoted here are exclusive of VAT.

Please note: Changes and errors in the exhibitor handbook reserved!
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Important dates

Deadline

Tasks

In progress

20.01.2023			

Stand planning

20.01.2023			

Furniture

20.01.2023			

Electricity

26.01.2023			

Sponsoring

26.01.2023			

Printing Data

26.01.2023			

Booking of seminars/workshops

26.01.2023			

Registration: Networking Night

26.01.2023		

Catering

23.02.2023			

Guest tickets

23.02.2023			

Stand supervisors
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Done

Seminars & workshops

You can place your presentation in a seminar moderated by us or conduct your own workshop.
Duration of your presentation within a seminar: 20 - 25 minutes / Duration of your own workshop: 60 minutes.

SEMINAR THEMES 2023
The seminars will take place at the Open-Space Forum in the
north and south Halls. Wireless headphones with
channel selection (silent disco principle).
FIBER NETWORKS:
Planning, Construction, Operation & Service, Technical Innovations
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS - GIGABIT SOCIETY:
Business models, products & services, marketing & sales
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS & NEW MEDIA:
Cooperation models
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS:
Legal certainty and infrastructure security - Security first!
FIBER NETWORKS - Fiber for Future
Digitization and sustainability
The seminars take place as follows:
1st day of the fair - 15.03.2023: 2 - 6 pm
2nd day of the fair - 16.03.2023: 10 am - 2 pm
SEMINAR-PACKAGE

MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

870,-€

1.280,-€

Your presentation will be part of our seminars in the trade fair program. Your presentation should last 25
minutes and allow questions from the audience.

WORKSHOP-PACKAGE

MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

870,-€

1.280,-€

Organize your own workshop (also possible with partner companies). We provide you with a seminar room
for 60 minutes with seating in rows or blocks. You decide on content, type and moderation.

Contact for seminar and workshop program: Anna Nass, nass@brekoverband.de.
Deadline for booking seminar or workshop package: February 13, 2023
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Stand plan hall north

Example B-Matrix System
The walls applicable to the stand are highlighted in color on the stand plan.
(e.g. 2 walls at the stand)

X
X

X
X
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Stand plan hall south

Example B-Matrix System
The walls applicable to the stand are highlighted in color on the stand plan.
(e.g. 2 walls at the stand)

X
X

X
X
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Allgemeine

Arrival by car

Arrival by public transport

Home and visitor address:
RheinMain CongressCenter
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 1 | 65185 Wiesbaden

By public transport

From direction Cologne A3:

Take the Niedernhausen exit, follow the B455 and
merge into New-York-Straße. Continue straight on
Gustav-Stresemann-Ring (1st ring road) until you reach
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. Turn right here. The RMCC is located
after approx. 600 meters behind the green area on the left.

From direction Frankfurt A66:
Take the Wiesbaden-Stadtmitte exit and continue
straight on the B54, following the signs to the RheinMain CongressCenter. Under the underpass, turn left
onto Gustav-Stresemann-Ring (1st ring road) and turn
right at the second intersection onto Friedrich-EbertAllee. The RMCC is located behind the green area on
the left in the direction of travel.

From Darmstadt A67/A671:
Exit Wiesbaden-Mainzer Straße and follow the signs
to the RheinMain CongressCenter. Turn left at the
intersection and immediately right again into Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The RMCC is located after approx.
600 meters behind the green area on the left.

The bus stop „Rheinstraße/RheinMain CongressCenter“ is
100 meters away from the RMCC and is served daily every 2
minutes by numerous bus lines. The ESWE lines 1, 4, 8, 14,
27, 30, 45, 46 and 47 as well as several lines from the RTV
network run from this stop. For more information on exact
schedules and times, visit www.rmv.de. The RMCC is only two
bus stops away from Wiesbaden‘s main train station. It can
be reached on foot in 5-10 minutes by crossing Gustav-Stresemann-Ring and
walking along Friedrich-Ebert-Allee to the right of the green
area (Reisinger-Anlagen).

Parking
On-site parking is available in the company‘s own parking
garage. You can reach this from Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The
parking garage has 800 spaces. The „Parkhaus Luisenplatz“,
5 minutes away, offers a further 320 spaces. The „Parkhaus
Liliencarree“ with 370 parking spaces and the „Tiefgarage
Liliencarree“ with 790 spaces are a 10-minute walk from the
RMCC.

From Mainz A60/A63/
Follow
A643: the A643 onto Schiersteiner Straße until you
reach Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring. Turn right onto the 1st
Ring and, at the height of the main train station, turn
left onto Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The RMCC is located
after approx. 600 meters behind the green area on the
left.
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Parking spaces

Parkgarage RMCC – 800 spaces
Tiefgarage Liliencarré – 790 spaces
Parkhaus Liliencarré – 370 spaces
Parkhaus Luisenplatz – 320 spaces
Parkhaus Markt – 604 spaces
Parkhaus LuisenForum – 800 spaces
Parkhaus Galeria Kaufhof – 248 spaces

Parkhaus City I – 180 spaces
Parkhaus City II – 300 spaces
Parkhaus Mauritius – 380 spaces
Parkhaus Coulinstraße – 380 spaces
Parkhaus Karstadt – 510 spaces
Parkhaus Theater – 320 spaces
Tiefgarage Kurhaus/ Casino – 520 spaces

P Bus parking spaces
H Bus stop (for boarding and alighting)
Pay attention to the Wiesbaden parking guidance system when you arrive. You will be guided safely.
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Parking spaces

LKW parking

RMCC bypass

Visitors
Entrance & exit

coach

chargeable parking spaces

FEA side strip

Visitor
Entrance & exit
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Exhibition area

Extensive stand packages bookable:
•
•
•
•

Furniture
Printings
Floor coverings
Sponsorship packages

Example exhibition stand with panel (3x4m, corner stand)

Additional furniture options on the following pages.
If you are interested in sponsoring, please contact us, so
that we can realize your individual wishes.
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Sets

SET Cato upholstered 174,00 €

3 bar stools Cato,
1 bar table Ibiza, angular
70x70cm
1 bin
Order number 200094 gray upholstered

SET Cato 174,00 €

3 bar stools Cato,
1 bar table Ibiza, white, angular 70x70cm
1 bin
Order number 200092 white

SET Relax Freistil 173 288,00 €
1 Armchair Freistil
1 pouf Freistil
1 lounge table Brio
Order number 200097 anthracite

SET Design High Stool 168,00 €
3 bar stools About a Stool
1 table Brio
Order number 2000961 white
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Sets

SET Design Lounge 756,00 €

2 swivel chairs About a Lounge 1 side table
Tray Table
Order number 200098 curry
Order number 2000981 petrol
Order number 2000982 gray (no swivel chairs)

SET Modern Design 288,00
€
3 DSW Eames Plastic
Chair 1 Lounge table Brio
Order number 2000951 black
Order number 200095 white

SET Nancy 132,00 €

3 chairs Nancy,
1 table Ibiza, white, square 70x70cm
1 wastebasket
Order number 200092 white
Order number 2000912 black
Order number 2000914 transparent

SET Verona 132,00 €

3 chairs Verona,
1 table Ibiza, square 70x70cm
1 wastebasket
Order number 200090 white
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Chairs

DAW Eames Armchair 60,00
€

Chair DSW Eames 48,00 €

Chair Nancy 24,00 €

Hee Dining Chair 42,00 €

Order number 200160 black
Order number 2001601 white
Order number 2001602 yellow
Order number 2001603 petrol
Order number 2001604 red
Order number 2001605 mauve

Order number 200162 white
Order number 2001621 black

W51*D52,5*H82 SH45 cm
Order number 200121 white
Order number 2000123 black

Order number 200161 black

Chair Chairik Model 107 36,00
€

Chair Verona 24,00 €

W42*D57*H84 SH45 cm
Order number 2000127 gray

W47*D53*H77 SH46 cm
order number 2001251
black with seat cushion in black
order number 200125
white with seat cushion in black
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Bar stools

Bar stool Cato 48,00 €

W42*D48*H97 SH77 cm
Order number 200100 white
Order number 2001001 grey

Bar stool About a Stool 80,00 €
Order number 200163 white
Order number 2001631 black

Bar stool Stool One 72,00 €
W56*D47*SH77*H83 cm
Order number 200164 white
Order number 2001641 black
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Tables

Table Ibiza,
L80*B80*H110 cm 90,00 €
L70*B70*H110 cm 90,00 €
Order number 200116 white
Order number 300124 black

Bistro table Ibiza, 78,00 €
W80*L80*H78 cm
Order number 200111 white
order number 2001112 black

Table Ibiza, round 90,00 €
Ø80 H110 cm
Order number 200101 white
Order number 3001241 black
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Tables

Bistro table Ibiza, 78,00 €
Ø80 H78 cm
Order number 200110 white
order number 200218 black

Table Halmstad 144,00 €
Ø80 H110 cm
Order number 300123 white

Table Brio Alu, round 96,00 €
Ø60 H110 cm
Order number 300122 black
Order number 3001221 white
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Tables

Meeting table 60,00 €
L120*W80*H74,5 cm
order number 200131
white with chrome frame

Table Bristol 138,00 €

L160*W80*H76 cm
order number 200219 black/
white

Seminar table 60,00 €
L160*W50*H76 cm
Order number 200132 grey

Table Foldit 132,00 €

L160*W70*H71 cm
Order number 200133 white
Order number 200134 black
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Lounge furniture

Sofa About a Lounge 600,00 €
W150*D73*H81 cm
order number 200224 grey

Armchair About A Lounge
360,00 €
Order number 200225 gray

Hee Lounge Chair 162,00 €
Order number 2001611 black
Order number 2001612 white

Swivel armchair About A
Lounge 456,00 €
Order number 200217 curry
Order number 2002171 petrol
Order number 2002172 red
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Lounge furniture

Armchair Freistil 173 200,00 €
Order number 200226 anthracite
Order number 2002261 blue
Order number 2002262 purple
Order number 2002263 green

Clubchair 102,00 €

Order number 200612 black

Pouf Freistil 173 76,00 €

Ø50*H37 cm
Order number 200261 anthracite
Order number 2002611 blue
order number 2002612 purple
Order number 2002613 green

Kipu stool 57 144,00 €

Ø50*H54 cm
Order number 2002300 blue
Order number 2002301 turquoise
Order number 2002302 pistachio
order number 2002303 green
order number 2002304 cream
Order number 2002305 yellow
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Lounge furniture

Tray Table Lounge table 66,00 €
W40*D40*H40 cm
order number 200614 black
Order number 2006141 white

Tree-trunk table 84,00 €
Ø40*H46
Order number 200615
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Counter

Sideboard Flötotto 115,00 €
80*80 cm, open
order number 200245 white

Sideboard USM Haller 564,00 €
W153*D38*H74 cm
4 folding doors
order number 2002351 black
Order number 2002350 white

Stand table Kubus 106,00
€
W40*D40*H110 cm
Order number 200242 white
Design option:
Print per page 90,00€
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Counter

Round counter156,00 €
Ø526*D70*H95 cm (outside)
per 1/8 element
back side open
Order number 200154 White

Wooden cube 84,00 €

W40*D40*H40 cm
order number 2002340 white
order number 2002341 brown

Counter 690,00 €

W200*D70*H95 cm
with cover silver gray
order number 200155 white
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Counter

Infocounter Plano 84,00 €
L120*D60*H90cm
- 2 doors, lockable
- 1 shelf
adjustable
- cable aperture
- rollable
order number 200153 white

Reception counter Cube 84,00 €

B110*D50*H110 cm
- 1 drawer (lockable)
- storage compartment with shelf (lockable)
with cable aperture
Order number 200152 white
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Hygiene articles

Disinfection station Aseptic 230,00 €
Dimensions W*29*D22*H148 cm
Powder coated steel in
Order number white 200616
Sensor function, filling level
up to 5000 ml, power supply Schuko,
lockable, integrated waste garbage can,
excl. consumables

Sneeze guard foot Skyline incl. Plexiglas pane
white 36,00 €
Antibacterial surface according to DIN 22196:2011
Dimensions W*10*L29*H31 cm
White/black Order number 200617
max. disc size L140*H80 cm

Disinfection station X-Serie 177,00 €

Antibacterial surface according to DIN 22196:2011
Dimensions W*40*L40*H145 cm
Order number white/black 2006162
Infrared sensor function, filling level up to 1000 ml,
battery or mains operation, lockable, integrated bin,
conversion to table stand and wall mount possible, excl.
consumables
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Refrigerators

Freezer 282,00 €

Deep-freezer 282,00 €

260 ltr 230V/175W mobile
order number 2001186

350 ltr 230V/193W mobile
W115*D63*H94 cm
order number 2001187

Refrigerator with glass door
174,00 €

Refrigerator with glass door 264,00
€

145 ltr. with 2 shelves 230V/176W
order number 2001185

360 ltr. mobile with 3 shelves 230V/304W
order number 2001188
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Other furniture

Showcase 264,00 €

approx. W50*D50*H200 cm
Order number 200150

Stainless steel shelf 204,00 €
W150*D50*H180 cm
4 shelves
Order number 200243

Showcase 348,00 €

approx. W100*D50*H200 cm
Order number 2001502
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Other furniture

Material cabinet 180,00€

Coat rack 36,00 €

Steel W80*D40*H180 cm
Order number 200145

free standing, white
8 hooks H176cm
Order number 200147

Brochure stand 72,00 €
with 6 compartments A4
Order number 200143
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Garbage can

Trash bin 6,00 €

Plastic black
Capacity 18L
Order number 200140

Bin 40,00 €

Pushboy waste bin
capacity 50L, H76 cm
Order number 200141 graphite
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Plants

Bamboo M - XL in a cube
Size M (2,20m - 2,40m) 120,00 €
Size L (2,80m - 3,20m) 138,00 €
Size XL (3,80m - 4,20m) 156,00 €

Equisetum oblong
156,00 €
Size: approx. 2.00 m
Vessel: Divider box white
Vessel dimensions:
W109*D54*H50 cm

Equisetum in a cube
108,00 €
Size: about 1.50 m
Vessel: cube white
Vessel dimensions:
W35*D35*H35 cm

Equisetum in a column
186,00 €
Size: about 110 cm
Vessel: cube white
Vessel dimensions:
W35*D35*H75 cm

Jasmine column
Size: approx. 160-180 cm
120,00€
Size vessel: ca. 2,00m
156,00€

Transport, set-up and disassembly incl. in the price				
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Stand construction system
Stand construction elements 				

Colour		

Price per unit

Wall panel (Be-Matrix)						white				72,00€
incl. assembly, disassembly and transport, accessories and
panel filling on both sides, (dimensions per panel: 1.00 x 2.50 m)

half wall panel (Be-Matrix) 					white				66,00€
incl. assembly and transport, accessories
and panel filling on both sides, (dimensions per panel: 0.50 x 2.50 m)

Door element (Be-Matrix)						white				168,00€
lockable, incl. accessories,
(wall system dimension 1.00 x 2.50 m)

Stand orifice (Be-Matrix)						white				78,00€
for the wall system, (dimension W x H - 2.50 x 0.50 m).
ATTENTION! Only placeable on the wall system.
NOT hanging or as a border!

Shelf								white				18,00€
for the wall system, (dimension W x D - approx. 1.00 x 0.30 m)
with maximum load capacity per shelf of 5 kg

Full wall reinforcement										108,00€
made of wood for wall system,
intended for 1.00 m wide wall element

										30,00€
for the wall system; 20 W (0.02 kW)
Please consider power rating and required slots for
the power order. All ordered lamps
lamps will be delivered wired through. The final connection
of the lamps, by a plug, is done by the customer.

LED Spotlight

To facilitate the set-up of your exhibition stand according to the position in the exhibition hall, we ask you for a small
sketch of your exhibition stand, so that the walls and the layout of additional stand elements can be set up as desired.
Furthermore, we ask you to include all stand construction elements in the following drawing:
Stand size: length ___m x depth ____m
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Stand lettering - signage
Full-surface textile print per wall element
240,00 € / panel
4C digital printing incl. keder lip for full-surface covering
of the frame (992 x 2480 mm).
Info: Digital printing also possible as a full-surface wall over several
panels, price is calculated from the total number of wall panels.
number of wall panels.

Full-surface foil printing per wall panel
360,00 € / panel
4C digital print laminated Be-Matrix forex panel (992 x 2480 mm).
Info: Digital printing also possible over several wall panels.
Please note that there will be a gap between the individual panels in this case.
Price is calculated from the total number of wall panels

Full area textile printing per stand screen
144,00 € / Stand-up aperture (print incl. aperture, bracket and assembly)
4C digital print incl. keder lip for full-surface covering of the frame (496 x 2480 mm)

Full-surface foil printing per stand fascia board
192,00 €

4C digital print laminated Be-Matrix forex board (496 x 2480 mm)

All other full-surface digital prints on self-adhesive film
72,00 € / m2 (without lamination)
4C digital printing SK film incl. protective laminate

Orders placed 6 weeks or more before the start of construction will be subject to a processing fee of €75.00.
Orders placed 4 weeks or more before the start of construction will be subject to an additional surcharge of 20%*.
Orders placed 2 weeks or more before the start of assembly will be subject to an additional surcharge of 30 %*.
For requests at short notice during set-up, we charge an additional surcharge of 50 %*.
Please note that short-notice orders on the set-up day (Monday-Saturday) are only possible until 12:00 noon.
If the set-up day falls on a Sunday or public holiday, we cannot accept any short-term orders.

Corresponding print files have to be supplied by the exhibitors.
Please read the data sheet “Leaflet for printing-data delivery” carefully on the next page.
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Instruction sheet for print data delivery
Basic requirements for creating a print:
The print data must be sent to us at least 6 weeks before the start of construction in the properties specified under „Print
data“.
specified properties. After that no more orders for prints are possible!
We do not have the possibility to process your print file, if it is delivered in a wrong format or dimensions
therefore please follow all instructions under „Print file“.
All print files are accepted only in a PDF format. The sheet size in the PDF must be produced in the above mentioned
dimensions (in mm).
Please be sure to indicate on your stand sketch in drawings in which of the wall panels prints and/or textile coverings are to
be mounted by us, so that we are able to mount your prints correctly. Subsequent
disassembly and reassembly of the stand due to incorrect or missing sketching is not possible.

Specifications of the print file:
To ensure that you send us the print data for your print correctly, the following instructions must be observed:
Full-surface textile print on wall panel: visible dimension = print dimension
- The printing area is for a full wall panel: 							
- The printing area is with a half wall panel: 							
- The printing area is with a standing panel: 						

992 (W) 2480 (H) mm.
496 (W) 2480 (H) mm
2480 (W) 496 (H) mm

When printing across multiple wall panels, choose textile printing as this way the frame edges are not visible. For foil print
multiply the width of the print 992 mm by the number of frames in which you want to insert the print.
you want to insert the print.
- Example: you are planning a textile print across 3 frames, so the width of your print is 3 x 992 mm = 2976 mm. The print file
must therefore have the dimensions 2976 (W) x 2480 (H) mm.

Full-surface foil print on wall panel:
- The printing area is for a full wall panel: 							
- The printing area is with a half wall panel:						
- The printing area is with a standing panel: 						

984 (W) 2472 (H) mm.
488 (W) 2472 (H) mm
2472 (W) 488 (H) mm

In the case of foil printing over several full wall panels, the print file must be created individually for each wall panel with the
dimension 984 (W) x 2472 (H) mm
In the foil printing process, the frame edges are visible, if this is not desired, select the textile printing process.
- Example: If you are planning a digital print across 3 full wall panels, you will need 3 print files each with the dimensions
984 (W) mm x 2472 (H) mm.

Full-surface digital print on self-adhesive film:
For example, if you want to paste on a corresponding piece of furniture, create a print file with the correct dimensions here as
well
(in mm)
- Example: You are planning a full-surface digital print on self-adhesive film which is to be applied to a counter, for example
and this counter has the dimensions 1000 (W) x 800 (H) x 400 (D) mm. In the print file there must be a border of 40 mm all
around, but this is not visible later. So the print file plus the mentioned margin must have the
1080 (W) x 880 (H) mm, whereby the visible area in the file is only 1000 (W) x 800 (H) mm.
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Stand floor coverings

Artificial Turf/Rips
Rips (back: impregnated / fire rating: B1/Bfl-s1 / thickness: approx. 3 mm /
weight: 320g/m2 +/-10%) Colour variations are possible!

526 Artificial turf 		

27,00 € per m²

525 Needle felt turf

23,00 € per m²

Rips 100 White

16,00 € per m²

Rips 629 Purple

16,00 € per m²

Rips 441 Expo-Orange

16,00 € per m²

Rips 420 Orange

16,00 € per m²

Rips 444 Pink

16,00 € per m²

Rips 735 Plum

16,00 € per m²

Rips 400 Red

16,00 € per m²

Rips 470 Crimson

16,00 € per m²

Continued on next page!
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Stand floor coverings

Rips 450 Ruby

16,00 € per m²

Rips 777 Chocolate

16,00 € per m²

Rips 650 Navy

16,00 € per m²

Rips 630 Azure

16,00 € per m²

Rips 690 Jeans

16,00 € per m²

Rips 655 Aqua

16,00 € per m²

Rips 500 Green

16,00 € per m²

Rips 680 Petrol

16,00 € per m²

Rips 550 Pine

16,00 € per m²

Rips 820 Platinum

16,00 € per m²

Rips 840 Nacre

16,00 € per m²

Rips 940 Slate

16,00 € per m²

Rips 910 Graphite

16,00 € per m²

Rips 980 Black

16,00 € per m²
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Stand floor coverings

Velour flooring
Velour‘s (back: starry back / fire rating: Bfl-s1 / thickness: approx. 5 mm / weight: ca.
1,250g/m2) Colour variations are possible!

X. Vel. 400 Red

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 444 Pink

22,95 € per m²

X. Vel. 450 Bordeaux

22,95€ per m²

X. Vel. 500 Green

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 629 Purple

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 630 Azure

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 650 Navy

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 655 Aqua

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 200 Beige

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 777 Chocolate

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 820 Platinum

27,00 € per m²

X. Vel. 940 Slate stone

27,00 € per m²
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Displays
Display size (diagonal)						

Prices for 1-2 days

40“ Full HD									 276,00 €
(101 cm), 1920x1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort,
VGA incl. setup, dismantling and commissioning

46“ Full HD 									 294,00 €
(117 cm), 1920x1080 pixel, 16:9, HDMI, VGA, YUV,
incl. assembly, disassembly and commissioning

55“ Full HD 									 390,00 €
(139 cm), 1920x1080 pixel, 16:9, HDMI, VGA, YUV,
incl. setup, dismantling and commissioning

65“ Full HD 									 564,00 €
(165 cm), 1920x1080 pixel, 16:9, HDMI, VGA, YUV,
incl. set-up, dismantling and commissioning

75“ Full HD 									 642,00 €
(190 cm), 1920x1080 pixel, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort,
VGA, incl. setup, dismantling and commissioning

90“ Full HD 									1.410,00 €
(228 cm), 1920x1080 pixel, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort,
VGA, incl. setup, dismantling and commissioning

98“ Full HD 									2.070,00 €
(249cm), 1920x1080 Pixel, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort,
VGA (incl. Screenlifter and assembly, disassembly and commissioning)

Screen stand 40“ - 65“								 156,00 €
1821mm

Screen stand 66“ - 90“								 188,00 €
2025mm

Media player with loop function

78,00 €

			

Screen wall mount for mounting a monitor

				
Displays can only be attached to our stand construction system up to a size of 55“
can be attached

162,00 €

* (Since no USB connection can be guaranteed with all displays, a media player should be ordered).
Plus delivery and collection - one-time also for several devices flat rate 160,00 €.
Orders from 6 weeks before start of installation will be charged with a handling fee of 75,00 €.
Orders placed 4 weeks or more before the start of installation will be subject to an additional surcharge of 20%*.
Orders placed 2 weeks or more before the start of assembly will be subject to an additional surcharge of 30 %*.
For requests at short notice during set-up, we charge an additional surcharge of 50 %*.
Please note that short-term orders on the set-up day (Monday-Saturday) are only possible until 12:00 noon.
If the set-up day falls on a Sunday or public holiday, we cannot accept any short-term orders.
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Displays

Rental conditions and terms of payment
The deliveries, services and quotes by the lessor are based exclusively on these terms and conditions.
1. The rental object shall be provided for the agreed purpose and agreed time. The rent prices shall
apply for the duration of the event.
2. The listed prices are net prices and do not include the legal VAT. The price includes set-up and
disassembly, delivery and collection.
3. Delivery shall be on the last set-up day.
4. The lessor shall not be responsible for defaults in upstream deliveries due to force majeure that
hinder or make delivery impossible even if set deadlines were agreed.
5. The rental object shall be collected as quickly as possible after the end of the event. The lessee
shall pay for the replacement, repair or cleaning of missing, damaged or soiled rental objects in addition to the agreed rent price.
6. The liability of the lessee shall begin with the delivery and terminate with collection of the same.
The rental object is not insured by the lessor during the rental period.
7. The lessor reserves the right to provide an equivalent substitute in the event that certain objects
are out of stock.
8. Complaints are only possible before the event begins. Subsequent complaints shall not be considered.
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Electrical installations

Main connection

Price
(net)

Rental material power distribution

Price
(net)

Additional connection Schuko max. 2,5kW
incl. PRCD-S

264,00 €

Power distributor, 3x Schuko
distributor

12,00 €

Connection CEE 16A max. 10kW

300,00 €

min. booking recommendation

Additional connection CEE 16A max.
10kW

264,00 €

Connection CEE 32A max. 20kW

444,00 €

Additional connection CEE 32A max.
20kW

396,00 €

Connection CEE 63A max. 40kW

648,00 €

Additional connection CEE 63A max.
40kW

576,00 €

Connection CEE 125A max. 70kW

1.200,00
€

Additional connection CEE 125A max.
70kW

1.092,00
€

Connection additional potential
equalisation

60,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 16A max. 10kW

95,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 32A max. 20kW

140,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 63A max. 40kW

232,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 125A max. 70kW

282,00 €

Rental material miscellaneous
Accessories, cable bridge small

39,00 €

Accessories, cable bridge large

51,00 €

Accessories, Schuko cable, 5 m,
without laying

23,00 €

Service staff per started hour

99,00 €

The mains voltage per connection is 230/400 V. Connection to on-site fuse distribution or loan distribution is possible.
All prices excluding of VAT at the statutory rate.
Connection conditions / contract signature see next page. Please create a stand sketch

Continued on next page.
RETURN DATE: up to 6 weeks before set-up!
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Electrical installations

Contractual terms and connection conditions

for electrical installations at trade fairs and exhibitions in the RheinMain CongressCenter Wiesbaden.
The German version is is legally binding.
A. Description of connection work

The work includes laying electrical cables with the necessary cross-section according to the provided output volume in kW, from the
hall distributor or the nearest point of supply to the respective exhibition/ trade fair stand whereby the distance from the point of
supply is of no relevance, as an average value was calculated in this case. The quoted prices are based on a calculation of at least 30
consumers. The prices shall be adjusted to the new situation if there are less than 30 consumers. The order form has been inspected
by the exhibition
management. We kindly ask you to observe the mentioned return date when placing the order; a surcharge of 25 % shall be invoiced
for orders received later, or the supplier shall reserve the right to accept an order.

B. Technical guidelines

1. The exhibitor or their agent shall not be granted access to the hall installation. Electrical work may be carried out inside the stands
by the exhibitor’s own qualified electricians or by licensed specialist companies according to the German VDE electro-technology association
regulations. The exhibitor declares that they or persons and companies engaged by them shall observe all legal and insurance-relevant
regulations during set-up, the duration of the event and de-rigging. These include amongst others VDE 0100, BGV A1, BGV A3, TRBS
1201.
2. All power distributors used must be protected with an RCD (ELCB) U∆n≤30mA. Conductive elements (e.g. crossbeams with electrical
installations) shall be included in the measurements for protection in case of indirect contact. They shall be provided with an additional
protection potential equalisation (copper, at least 10mm2) by the constructor of the system (VDE0100 part 711). The point of supply at
the stand area can be ordered via this order form. The potential equalisation connection between the point of supply and the crossbeam can be attached by the exhibitor or the service company.
Extension cables or distribution board sockets shall be used with a cable cross-section of at least 1.5mm² exclusively.
3. In the event that registered supply is exceeded, the contractual electrician is entitled to immediately cut off the connection in order
to ensure that the other exhibitors receive an even power supply. Special connections are necessary for electrical installations that
cannot be supplied from the basic network due to their high connection value.
4. The supplier is entitled to inspect the electrical work that is carried out by the exhibitor or their agent and to cut off the power supply
if deficits are detected. The supplier is, however, not obligated to inspect the electrical work and shall assume no liability for the same.
Particular reference is made to safety measures, protection against accidental contact and fire prevention measures, as well as
non-flammable lights and device underlays.
5. It is possible for the lessee to cancel an order up to 8 working days before set-up starts. If cancellation is made
at a later time, the lessee shall be charged the full price.
6. The replacement of fuses or maintenance after power failure caused by overload or other reasons shall be invoiced based on daily
wage sheet.
7. RMH GmbH reserves the right to cut off the complete power supply after the end of the event for safety reasons where necessary.
8. The entire installation material and devices are provided on a loan basis and remain the property of the supplier. The customer shall
be liable for the proper return at the end of the exhibition. The rented objects shall not be insured by the lessor. Missing or damaged
parts shall be invoiced at the original price. Material and rental devices that are removed from the event site shall not be taken back
and shall be fully invoiced.
9. The supplier shall assume no liability for possible power failure or fluctuations in voltage and resulting damage or consequential
damage. The exhibitor’s insurance shall cover the damage, if necessary.
10. The power supply shall be cut off if power is supplied to parties other than the contractual partner. The connection cost shall be
paid even if the supply is stopped.
11. Complaints shall be communicated to the installation company without delay, in any case before the exhibition begins. If this is not
carried out on time, the installation company shall maintain their claim to full payment.
12. We kindly ask you to include a drawing with the desired installations when awarding the contract. If the desired stand supply point
is not provided, we shall choose the most convenient place. A subsequent change shall incur additional costs.
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Logistics and storage

Please order via form directly from the service provider!
Click here to download the form.
(only available in german)
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Water installations

Item

Price

Production of water / waste water initial connection

flat rate

594,00 €

flat rate

408,00 €

consisting of connection with pipe aerator and backflow preventer,
drinking water suitable 1/2“ fresh water hose on GEKA standard coupling, 5/4“ waste water return on GEKA standard coupling incl. waste
water lifting unit corresponding fittings, shut-off devices and seals
incl. personnel cost share assembly/disassembly and transport cost
share incl. water charge (€ 27,10)
Space requirement pipe aerator/return flow preventer, sewage lifting
unit B60*T40*H40!
For the operation of the lifting unit, a 230V/16A Schuko connection
must be provided by the exhibitor at the installation site!
Production of water / wastewater downstream connection
Production of water / waste water sequence connection without
End unit connection consisting of connection with pipe aerator and
backflow preventer, drinking water suitable 1/2“ fresh water hose on
GEKA standard coupling, 5/4“ waste water return on GEKA standard
coupling incl. waste water lifting unit corresponding fittings, shut-off
devices and seals incl. personnel cost share assembly/disassembly
and transport cost share, incl. water charge (€ 27.10) Space requirement
pipe aerator/backflow preventer, waste water lifting unit
W60*D40*H40!
For the operation of the lifting unit a 230V/16 Schuko connection must
be provided by the exhibitor at the installation site!
be provided!
Connection of exhibitor‘s own terminal devices
e.g. washbasin/sink, dishwasher, instantaneous water heater,
coffee machines, etc. including connection material, share of personnel costs
Assembly/disassembly and transport costs per end device

flat rate

Attention:
Availability of water installations is limited and depending on the location of your stand.
Please don‘t hesitate to contact us for additional advice.
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102,00 €

Stand cleaning

Scope of cleaning
Floor cleaning (vacuum cleaning carpeting, otherwise brushing and wet cleaning), cleaning of easily
accessible surfaces with a damp cloth, incl. any possible surcharges for Sundays and public holidays.
Waste disposal is invoiced separately.

The following cleaning is requested:
One-off preliminary cleaning:
Stand area up to and including 15 sqm					

flat rate 45,00 €

Cost calculation for stand area from 16sqm:
Basic costs

34,00 €

+ Area of _____ sqm

x 2,00 € /sqm

= _________ €

Total costs

= _________ €

Daily cleaning:
Stand area up to and including 15 sqm:			
Basic costs
+Area of _____ sqm

x 1,50 € /sqm

32,00 € /day

= _______day

= _________ €

= _____ €/day

= _______day

= _________ €

Total costs
For stand space of 16 sqm or more, basic costs of 24,- Euro / day apply.

Intermediate cleaning (price on request)
Service personnel (price on request)
All prices excluding VAT.
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= _________ €

Waste disposal

Type of waste

Estimated volume of waste

Price per unit

Total costs

Commercial waste / mixed waste

m³

165,00 € / m³

€

Paper / Cardboard

m³

108,00 € / m³

€

Wood (A1-A3)

m³

108,00 € / m³

€

Recyclable mixtures / packaging

m³

83,00 € / m³

€

Glass

m³

102,00 € / m³

€

Carpet disposal

m³

5,50 € / m³

€

Covering foil

m³

1,50 € / m³

€

Please note:
Please note: Waste or residual material accumulated during the event or during set-up/re-rig shall
be removed by the party causing the waste. Legal regulations obligate this party to ensure that the
appropriate method of disposal is used.
(Law on the Prevention and Management of Waste of 27.09.1994 German Civil Code 1/, p. 2705).
An increased fee of €250 per m3 shall be charged for waste or residual material that was not registered and/or is left in the halls.
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Internet - IT - TC

Wi-Fi Internet access for exhibitors

Redundant connected internet access / backup:
Quantity

Service
Wifi access

per user/day

Price
54,00 €

Scope of services: Access on the entire RMCC site - 5 Mbit/s down/upstream (higher bandwidth on request) optional public IP address - firewall protected - setup assistance and IT support directly at the booth included in
the price - guaranteed VPN support - no volume limit (flat rate) - login via personal access data - optional multiuser capability - additional services on request

Internet access via IP leased line for exhibitors
Redundantly connected Internet access / BackUp secured

Quantity

Service

Price

Einrichtung pro LAN-Anbindung bis zum Endgerät
Benutzerentgelt pro Tag und Anschluss

single payment
per day

198,00 €
66,00 €

Scope of services: 10/100/1000 Mbit/s (RJ-45) network connection (wired) installed in the booth or defined
location according to the enclosed sketch of the booth - 5 Mbit/s down/upstream (higher bandwidth on request) Firewall protected - Setup assistance and IT support directly at the booth included in the price - Guaranteed VPN support - No volume limitation (flat rate) - Optional multi-user capability - No additional hardware
required for access - Only switches and network cables for your sub-distribution if necessary - Additional
services on request

Telecommunications technology
Quantity

Service
Cordless phone including domestic flat rate per event
(if available)

All prices excluding VAT unless listed otherwise.
Please note the General Terms and Conditions for the Provision of Services on the next page.
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single
payment

Price
42,00 €

IT - Internet - TC

General services and conditions for internet access and hardware rental:
The german version is legally binding.
1. The listed prices include delivery, set-up and collection of the hardware. The offered products shall be taken
into operation upon delivery.
2. The configuration / installation of additional equipment and software brought by the customer is NOT
included in the scope of supply.
3. The usable internet bandwidth depends on the internet load and the speed of the servers providing in
the internet.
4. We reserve the right to charge a 25-50% surcharge (on the respective service) for requests at short notice
made during set-up.
5. A stand-by on-call service shall be available during the trade fair / exhibition opening hours
at +49 (0)611 1729-220.
6. Please forward us any questions that arise in relation to the hardware/ software, the service or performance of specific products we use.
7. Defective hardware will be replaced as quickly as possible. We reserve the right to supply similar devices of
the same quality in the event of repairs. We kindly ask you to inform us if identical hardware is urgently required.
8. The customer shall be held responsible for complying with licensing terms for software they have brought
themselves, even if the software was installed by us.
9. It is forbidden to operate own Wi-Fi networks (for example via mobile phone or own routers) on the
premises of the RheinMain CongressCenter.
10. All of the supplied devices are RMCC loan devices and are available to our customers on a loan basis. We
kindly ask you to handle the devices with care and use them for their intended purpose. Packaging materials
left with the customer shall remain with them until they are collected. Please ensure that all the packaging
materials incl. accessories are returned.
11. The loan service is at the customer’s risk. The customer shall ensure that the devices are safely protected.
Lost devices shall be invoiced at market conditions. In the event of damage to the
devices, the cost for material and labour shall be compensated. Missing parts and accessories shall be invoiced at replacement value.
12. Orders that are confirmed in writing shall be invoiced if there is no written cancellation up to 2 weeks before the respective event at the latest. Receipt of the cancellation must be confirmed by the
RheinMain CongressCenter.
13. Objections to the provided service shall be submitted during the event. Objections brought forward after
invoicing cannot be considered or examined.
14. The general contract documents of Wiesbaden Congress & Marketing GmbH, which are available via
www.wiesbaden.de/avb, apply. On request, we will send them to you.
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Security - Hostess

Staff request:

To support our stand personnel, we require:
Description

Quantity

Days

m/f

Hourly rate
per person

Stand supervision

41,00 €

Host / hostess

41,00 €

General conditions and terms of payment / the german versin is legally binding
The deliveries, services and quotes by the service provider are based exclusively on these
terms and conditions.
1. The listed prices are net prices and do not include the legal VAT.
2. Basis for the above mentioned conditions is a minimum working time of 4 h / employee / day.
3. Payment conditions: Immediately after receipt of the invoice. Please make foreign payments free of
charge.
4 The service provider shall not be held responsible for personnel shortages due to force majeure that
hinder or prevent fulfilment of the contract even if set deadlines were agreed.
5. It is possible for the customer to cancel an order up to ten days before the event begins.
If cancellation is made at a later time, the customer shall be charged the full price.
Place of jurisdiction and place of performance, including for default action, is Wiesbaden.
The order form signed by the exhibitor or their agent is legally binding.
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Delivery

Due to the limited space in the loading yard and the large number of exhibitors, we work with
delivery/dismantling slots. We will try to accommodate your preferred time. You will be informed.

We reserve the right to charge a deposit for using the loading area.
We ask for your understanding.
Please book your desired slot directly in the exhibitor portal.
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Catering

Crew Lunch
More information coming soon!
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Networking Night

Relaxed networking during FIBERDAYS 2022:
Expand your network and continue
the professional exchange
in a relaxed atmosphere on the evening of the 1st day of the fair.

More information coming soon!
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Exhibitor portal

Please note:
orders can only be placed via the web portal!

https://shop.fiberdays.de/

We are looking forward to your visit!

© BREKO Servicegesellschaft GmbH
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